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Dear Sirs 
 
A428 Blackcat to Caxton Gibbet Project – Additional Representation 
 
We represent the interests of John Lammie in his capacity as Tenant under an Agricultural Holdings 
Act 1986 tenancy and partner of the farming partnership, J & J W Lammie. Mr Lammie occupies 
various parcels of land affected by the Scheme, some of which lie within the Order Limits for 
permanent and temporary land acquisition.   
 
Following a recent meeting with National Highways and their representatives on 8th December 2021, it 
has become apparent there are significant unresolved issues that we need to bring to the attention of 
the Examining Authority and we are now writing to do so. 
 
By way of background information, my client has engaged with National Highways from the outset of 
their project including (but not limited to): 
 

• Representations to supplementary consultation held in July 2020 

• Relevant Representation (RR–056) 

• Written Representation (REP1–081) 
 
In summary, our concerns are: 
 
Accommodation Works 
 
From the outset of the Scheme and in all of the representations set out above, we have reiterated the 
need for Accommodation Works and have requested detailed designs of the proposed 
accommodation works, so we are able to ascertain the full impact on our client’s ‘requisite interest’, 
because we do not wish to be put in a position whereby when it comes to the ‘detailed design’ we are 
told by National Highways or their Contractor(s) that design issues raised should have been dealt with 
earlier on in the process and it is too late to adjust design details. Despite our representations, 
National Highways’ position (as set out in RR-056b) is that Accommodation Works will be finalised at 
‘detailed design’. Our concerns with this approach were realised during the aforementioned meeting 
with National Highways and their representatives, during which we were told that it may be too late in 
the DCO process to make provision for an access (in relation to another client’s interest), despite 
raising the need for an access in July 2020 i.e. before the application had been submitted to the 
Planning Inspectorate. We feel that the issue of Accommodation Works requires closer scrutiny by the 
Examining Authority. 






